Effect of Knowledge of Self-removability of Intrauterine Contraceptives on Uptake, Continuation, and Satisfaction.
Preference for control over use is a consideration in choosing a contraceptive method. Counseling women on the possibility of intrauterine device (IUD) self-removal may increase interest in the method. This study tests whether counseling on self-removability as a stated feature of IUDs affects uptake, satisfaction, and continuation. We monitored clinic-level data on IUD uptake at clinics in Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, and Utah over 6 months. During the first 3 months, counselors provided standard contraceptive counseling. During the second 3 months, they added information about IUD self-removal. Women who initiated IUD use in both periods were recruited and asked to complete baseline and follow up surveys at 3 and 6 months after insertion. Among 361 women who had IUDs inserted during the study, we compared outcomes for women who did and did not receive information about self-removability during contraceptive counseling. We conducted descriptive analyses to test for differences by group and used logistic regression and survival analysis to assess discontinuation. There were no differences in IUD uptake, satisfaction, or discontinuation by receipt of self-removal information. Those who did not receive information about self-removal were more likely to report considering discontinuing use of the IUD. One-third of participants who considered discontinuation faced barriers to IUD removal. Knowledge of self-removability before the study was high in both groups, reducing our ability to find group differences. Counseling women on the possibility of self-removal may empower women when they face barriers to removal at facilities. More research is needed to understand whether knowledge of self-removal increases uptake and continuation.